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Abstract. Yices is an SMT solver developed by SRI International. The first ver-
sion of Yices was released in 2006 and has been continuously updated since then.
In 2007, we started a complete re-implementation of the solver to improve per-
formance and increase modularity and flexibility. We describe the latest release
of Yices, namely, Yices 2.2. We present the tool’s architecture and discuss the
algorithms it implements, and we describe recent developments such as support
for the SMT-LIB 2.0 notation and various performance improvements.

1 Introduction

SRI International has a long history in developing formal verification tools. Shostak de-
veloped his decision procedures and combination method while at SRI in the 1980s [1].
Since then, SRI has continuously extended and supported decision procedures as part
the PVS theorem prover [2, 3]. Methods for combining Boolean satisfiability solvers
and decision procedures were also pioneered at SRI in the ICS solver [4]. In 2006, we
released Yices 1, an efficient SMT solver that was the state of the art. Yices 1 intro-
duced an innovative Simplex-based decision procedure designed to efficiently integrate
with a SAT solver [5], included a congruence-closure algorithm inspired by Simplify’s
E-graph [6], and used an approach for theory combination based on the Nelson-Oppen
method [7] complemented with lazy generation of interface equalities (an optimization
of the method proposed by Bozzano et al. [8]). These main ingredients and others intro-
duced by Yices 1 are now common in general-purpose SMT solvers such as Z3, CVC,
MathSAT, VeriT, and SMTInterpol [9–13].

Although Yices 1 remains a decent SMT solver to this day, it has some limitations:

– Yices 1 relies on a complex type system that includes predicate subtypes as in
PVS. This logic is very expressive but it has a major drawback: type-correctness is
undecidable in general. This is very confusing for users and leads to many problems
as the behavior of Yices 1 on specifications that are not type correct is chaotic.

– Yices 1 was designed to be used mostly via a textual interface (i.e., by reading
specifications from files), but many applications require close interaction with an
SMT solver via a programmable interface. Yices 1 can be used as a library but its
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API is cumbersome and incomplete, which makes it difficult to integrate Yices 1 in
other software.

– Yices 1 has poor performance on certain classes of problems, most notably prob-
lems that involve bitvectors.

To address these issues, we started a complete re-implementation of Yices in 2007.
Prototypes of the resulting new Yices 2 solver entered the SMT Competition in 2008
and in 2009. We then released a full-featured version of Yices 2 in May 2012, with
a few updates for bug fixes since then. This paper describes our latest SMT solver—
Yices 2.2—the first solver in the Yices family to support the SMT-LIB 2.0 notation.

2 Logic

The Yices 2 logic is the Yices 1 logic without the most complex type constructs. Prim-
itive types include the arithmetic types int and real, bitvectors, and Boolean. One
can extend this set by declaring new uninterpreted and scalar types. An uninterpreted
type denotes a nonempty collection of object with no cardinality constraint. A scalar
type denotes a nonempty finite collection of objects. In addition to these atomic types,
Yices 2 provides constructors for function and tuple types. Yices 2 uses a simple form
of subtyping: int is a subtype of real, and the subtyping relation extends in a natural
way to tuple and function types. Details are given in the Yices 2 manual [14].

Yices 2 supports the usual Boolean and arithmetic operators, and all the bitvector
operators defined in the SMT-LIB 1.2 and SMT-LIB 2.0 specifications [15, 16]. It also
includes operations on tuples, and an update operation that applies to any function
type. If f is a function, then the term (update f t1 . . . tn v) is the function that maps
(t1, . . . , tn) to v and is equal to f at all other points. This generalizes the SMT-LIB
store operation to arbitrary function types.

In summary, the Yices 2 logic is broadly similar to the array, arithmetic, and bitvector
logics defined in SMT-LIB 2.0, with extensions to support tuples and scalar types, and
with a more general function-update operation. Yices 2’s subtyping mechanism allows
arithmetic terms of integer and real types to be mixed arbitrarily (whereas Int and
Real are disjoint types in SMT-LIB 2.0).

3 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the core architecture of the Yices 2 library. The software is decomposed
into three main modules for manipulating terms and types, contexts, and models, which
are the main data types available in the Yices API. Additional components include the
front ends that process specifications in different input languages, but these components
are not part of the library.

Internally, Yices 2 maintains a global database of terms and types. The API provides
a large number of functions for constructing terms and types, for pretty printing, and so
forth. Unlike Yices 1, Yices 2 provides a complete API: all term and type constructors
defined in the Yices 2 language are present in the API. We have paid special attention
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Fig. 1. Toplevel Architecture

to memory consumption by using compact data structures for terms and types, and by
employing hash-consing to maximize sharing of subterms.

The second main module implements operations on contexts. A context is a central
data structure that stores assertions to be checked for satisfiability. The API includes
operations for creating and configuring contexts, adding and removing assertions, and
for checking satisfiability of the asserted formulas. Internally, a context includes a solver
and a module to simplify assertions and convert them into the internal form used by the
solver. Contexts are highly flexible and can be configured to support a specific class of
formulas, to apply different preprocessing and simplification procedures, and to use a
specific solver or combination of solvers.

If the set of assertions in a context is satisfiable, then one can build a model of the
formulas. Such a model maps uninterpreted symbols present in the assertions to con-
crete values such as rational or bitvector constants. A model is a separate object that can
be queried and examined independently of the context from which it was built. Once a
model is created from a context, it is not affected by further operations on this context.
The model can remain in existence after the context is deleted.

A particular focus is to make Yices 2 easy to use as a library and enable flexible
operations on multiple contexts and models while using a shared set of terms. Efficient
operation on multiple contexts is crucial to applications related to software or control
synthesis, such as exists/forall SMT solving [17–19].

4 Solvers

Yices includes a Boolean satisfiability solver and theory solvers for four main theories:
uninterpreted functions with equalities, linear arithmetic, bitvectors, and arrays. These
solvers can be combined as illustrated in Figure 2. It is also possible to select different
solvers or combinations depending on the problem. For example, a specialized solver
can be built by attaching the arithmetic solver directly to the SAT solver. The API
provides functions to select the right solver combination when a context is created.

The SAT solver uses the CDCL approach. It is similar in performance and implemen-
tation to solvers such as Minisat 1.4 [20] or Picosat [21], with extensions to communicate
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Fig. 2. Solver Architecture

with the theory solvers. For example, theory solvers can dynamically create literals and
add clauses during the CDCL search, and can assign literals via theory propagation.

The solver for uninterpreted functions (UF) implements a congruence closure al-
gorithm. The implementation is inspired by Simplify [6] with support for explana-
tions [22], and a heuristic for dynamic Ackermannization [23, 24]. This UF solver sup-
ports Boolean terms. This enables the UF solver to store equalities as binary terms of
the form (eq t u) and efficiently perform propagation by congruence closure. A simple
example is the following propagation

(eq t u) = false ∧ t = v ∧ u = w ⇒ (eq w v) = false,

effectively deducing that w �= v follows from t �= u by congruence. This idea was
introduced by the first Yices 2 prototype in 2008 and has since been adopted by other
solvers.

The main arithmetic solver implements a decision procedure based on Simplex [5].
Yices also includes two specialized solvers for the difference-logic fragments of linear
arithmetic. These two solvers rely on a variant of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. One
deals with integer difference logic and the other with real difference logic.

The bitvector solver is based on the “bit-blasting” approach. It applies various sim-
plifications to bitvector constraints, then convert them to a pure Boolean SAT problem
that is handled by the CDCL solver. In problems that combine uninterpreted functions
and bitvectors or arrays and bitvectors, the bitvector solver dynamically adds constraints
in the SAT solver as it receives equalities from the UF solver.

The array solver relies on instantiating the classic array axioms:

((update f i v) i) = v (1)

((update f i v) j) = (f j) if i �= j (2)

The solver eagerly generates instances of axiom (1) for every update term. On the
other hand, it uses a lazy strategy for generating instances of axiom (2). After the UF
and other theory solvers have built a consistent model (as explained below), the array
solver searches for instances of axiom (2) that are false in this model. It adds these
instances to the clause database, which triggers search for a different model.
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5 Recent Developments

Yices 2.1 was released in August 2012. Since then, we have implemented new features,
most notably a front end for SMT-LIB 2.0. Yices 2.2 supports most of the SMT-LIB 2.0
specification, except proof generation and construction of unsat cores.

Fig. 3. Yices-2.2 on QF UF Benchmarks

We have also added new preprocessing procedures, such as, the symmetry-breaking
algorithm of Déharbe et al. [25]. Figure 3 shows the resulting performance improvement
on the QF UF benchmarks of SMT-LIB. The left part is a “scatter plot” comparing
Yices-2.2 and Yices-2.1. Every point above the diagonal is a benchmark that Yices-2.2
solves faster than Yices-2.1. Yices-2.2 solves all benchmarks, whereas Yices-2.1 has
two timeouts. The right part of the figure compares Yices-2.2 with other solvers1 on
the same benchmarks. All solvers in this graph use symmetry breaking, but Yices-2.2
is significantly faster. This data was collected on Linux machines (Ubuntu 12.04) with
a timeout of 20 min. and a memory limit of 6 GB.

Another recent development is a new theory-combination method. In Yices, theory
combination always involves UF on one side and another theory T (arithmetic or bitvec-
tor) on the other. Given two sets of formulas Γ1 and Γ2, such that Γ1 is satisfiable in UF
and Γ2 is satisfiable in T , the goal is to ensure that Γ1∪Γ2 is satisfiable in the combined
theory. For this purpose, Yices 2.2 uses a model-based approach [24]. Given a model
M1 of Γ1 (computed by the UF solver) and a model M2 of Γ2, we must ensure that M1

and M2 agree on equalities between variables that occur in Γ1 ∩ Γ2. By construction,
the UF solver propagates all implied equalities to the bitvector and arithmetic solvers.
The only conflicts between M1 and M2 are then pairs of shared variables (x, y) such
that

M2 |= x = y but M1 |= x �= y.

To fix this conflict, Yices 2.2 attempts to modify M1 locally by merging the congruence
classes of x and y while keeping M2 unchanged. This merging is applied if it does not

1 All experiments mentioned in this paper used solvers that entered the main track of SMT-
COMP 2012, plus Z3 version 4.2.
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conflict with existing disequalities in the UF solver, and if it does imply an equality
u = v where u and v are shared variables that have distinct values in M2 (i.e., merging
of x and y would cause more variables to become equal in theory T ). If the conflict
cannot be solved, Yices 2.2 generates an interface lemma that forces backtracking and
search for different models. For example, in linear arithmetic, an interface lemma has
the form

(eq x y) ∨ (x < y) ∨ (y < x),

which includes the UF atom (eq x y) and two arithmetic atoms. However, local mod-
ification of M1 is often successful and can often make M1 and M2 consistent without
generating any lemmas. This algorithm is particularly effective on the SMT-LIB bench-
marks that mix arrays and bitvectors. As shown in Figure 4, Yices 2.2 is competitive on
such benchmarks with solvers specialized for bitvector problems. Yices 2.2 is generally
fast, but Boolector 1.5 solves the most benchmarks (one more than Yices 2.2).

Fig. 4. Yices-2.2. vs. other Solvers on QF AUFBV Problems

6 Conclusion

Yices 2 is a complete re-implementation of the Yices 1 solver. It is designed to be modu-
lar and extensible, to be efficient on a large class of problems, and to provide a rich API
to enable advanced applications of SMT solving such as exists/forall SMT. Yices 2 now
supports both versions of the SMT-LIB notation in addition to its own input language.
Yices 2.2 is distributed at http://yices.csl.sri.com. Precompiled binaries
are available for common operating systems such as Linux, Windows, Mac OS X and
FreeBSD. Yices 2.2 is free for research and other non-commercial use.
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